
Dacxi.com Rebrands to Wealth99

Wealth99: Unlocking Wealth for the 99%

Dacxi Group unveils major rebrand and

splits into two brands: Wealth99 and

Dacxi Chain

LONDON, UK, February 2, 2023

/EINPresswire.com/ -- The leading

digital wealth platform – formerly

known as Dacxi.com – has a new look,

logo, and name; Wealth99. 

Dacxi.com’s rebrand to Wealth99

officially went live on February 1st,

2023. As Dacxi Group CEO Ian Lowe

explains, the new brand name is a reflection of the global fintech company’s core purpose. “It

captures what we do. But even more importantly, who we do it for,” he says. “We’re

democratizing wealth for the 99%, by providing easy access to high-performing alternative

Dacxi had evolved into two

distinct entities. Our wealth

management platform for

alternative digital assets.

And the Dacxi Chain, which

is the world’s first global

tokenized crowdfunding

network.”

Ian Lowe CEO

assets.”

The rebrand also draws a strategic line in the sand –

marking the Dacxi Group’s evolution beyond a world-class

digital asset wealth management platform, and into global

blockchain and tokenization pioneers. 

Dacxi was an early recogniser of blockchain’s world-

changing potential. By 2017, the company had already

started work on a blockchain-led solution to the early-

stage funding crisis. Known as the Dacxi Chain, this

revolutionary project quickly emerged as a global game-

changer – and a whole new arm of the business. 

“As the Dacxi Chain came to life, we came to a realisation,” says Lowe. “Dacxi had evolved into

two distinct entities. Our wealth management platform gives everyday investors easy access to

alternative digital assets. And the Dacxi Chain, which is the world’s first global tokenized

crowdfunding network.” 

Staying true to their dedication to clarity and simplicity, the company made the bold move to

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.wealth99.com/
https://dacxichain.com/


Ian Lowe CEO Wealth99

split the established Dacxi name into

two separate brands. Each with its own

unique name and identity. 

Despite the changes, the company’s

leadership team have assured Dacxi

Coin investors that the crypto’s use

case – and enormous market

opportunity – remains the same. “As

the native cryptocurrency of the Dacxi

Chain, Dacxi Coin will facilitate

seamless cross-border investments

between crowdfunding platforms all

over the world,” says Lowe. “That’s why we truly believe Dacxi Coin has the potential to become

one of the world’s top cryptocurrencies.”

As for Wealth99, the revamped platform has also maintained the key features that its long-time

customers know and love. “Our brand is changing, and our company is growing every day,” says

Lowe. “But Wealth99 is still the same team, with the same expertise and vision. And above all,

the same dedication to our customers’ service, support, and success.”

Visit the new website to explore the new brand, and find out how Wealth99 is helping the 99% of

investors build new wealth.
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This press release can be viewed online at: https://www.einpresswire.com/article/614667968
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